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The naturalfrequenciesand stability of a spinning elastic disk subjected to a stationary
concentrated edge load are investigated both numerically and analytically. It is found
that a stationary, conservative, compressive edge load decreases the natural frequencies
of the forward and backward traveling waves, but increases the naturalfrequencyof the
so-called reflected wave. It is also found that the significance of the effect of the
conservative edge load on the naturalfrequenciesand stability of the spinning disk is
solely through the transverse component of the edge load on the boundary, and not
through the membrane stress field it produces inside the disk. In addition, the
compressive edge load induces a stationary-type instability before the critical speed, and
induces a merged-type instability after the critical speed when a reflected wave meets a
forward or a backward wave. The expression for the derivative of the eigenvalues of the
spinning disk with respect to the edge load is derived to verify the numerical results.

Introduction
Transverse stability is a critical constraint in the optimal general stationary in-plane loads is a classical problem that
design and operation of computer disk drives and circular has been thoroughly studied. Srinivasan and Ramamurti
saws. In computer disk drives, excessive transverse vibrations (1980) considered the in-plane dynamic behavior of a stationdegrade the signal from the read/write head and can destroy ary disk subjected to a spinning concentrated in-plane load at
the disk by a "head-crash." In the wood cutting process, saw the outer boundary. They did not study the dynamic response
blade vibrations result in greater kerf loss and can warp the associated with the bending of the disk. Regarding the effects
saw permanently through overheating. Initiated by Lamb and of a concentrated edge load on the natural frequencies and
Southwell in 1921, early research on spinning disk dynamics stability of a spinning disk, there are two papers (Carlin et
was concerned with verifying the critical speed theory and al, 1975; Radcliffe and Mote, 1977) in the literature. Carlin
the effects of thermally induced membrane stress field on the et al. (1975) first wrote the equation of motion for a nonrotatnatural frequencies of the spinning disk. References to these ing disk with axisymmetric in-plane stresses due to tensioning
works can be found in Mote and Szymani (1978). In the past and asymmetric stresses due to a stationary concentrated
20 years much attention has been focused on identifying the normal edge load. In order to account for the effects of the
characteristic instabilities induced by the interaction between disk rotation, they then superposed the axisymmetric stresses
a spinning disk and a stationary load system, which repre- due to the centrifugal force to the membrane stress field
sents the recording head suspension in computer disk drives induced by tensioning and the edge load. They found that the
or saw guides in circular saws (Iwan and Moeller, 1976; effects of these centrifugal stresses on blade stiffness are
Hutton et al, 1991; Shen and Mote, 1991; Ono et al., 1991). negligible. Radcliffe and Mote (1977) extended the work of
One unique feature in circular saw applications is the Carlin et al. by considering a general concentrated edge load
stationary concentrated in-plane load applied at the outer with both normal and tangential components, and were conrim of the spinning disk during the cutting operation. The cerned primarily with the critical speed instability. Neither
buckling analysis of a stationary circular disk subjected to stationary-type nor merged-type instability is induced by their
loadings. Since the equations of motion used in these two
papers are nongyroscopic, they do not correspond to either a
spinning disk-stationary edge load system (Iwan and Moeller,
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1976), nor a stationary disk-spinning edge load system (Iwan
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calculated by following a standard procedure described in
Coker and Filon (1957), and the solutions are given in Carlin
et al. (1975).
We consider two types of normal edge load F denoted as
Fc and Ff (Celep, 1979, 1982), as shown in Fig. Kb). Fc is a
conservative force, whose direction and magnitude remains
the same when the disk vibrates laterally. Ff is a follower
force, which is always tangent to the radial slope of the disk
at r = b, 0 = 0. In the case when F = Fc, the boundary
conditions for Eq. (1) are
w = 0,
B,iv + F^w
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Fig. 1 A spinning disk subjected to a stationary edge load
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cies and stability of a spinning disk evidently have not been
studied before.
In the present paper we consider a spinning flexible annular disk clamped at the inner radius and subjected to a
stationary concentrated edge load at the outer rim. Both
follower and conservative edge loads are considered. A finite
element procedure based on Galerkin's method is employed
to calculate the eigenvalues of the system. Finally, the expression for the derivative of the eigenvalues of the spinning
disk with respect to the edge load is derived to verify the
numerical results.
Equation of Motion
Figure 1(a) shows a circular disk, which is clamped at the
inner radius r = a and subjected to a concentrated normal
compressive force F at the outer radius r — b. The disk is
rotating with constant speed JQ, while the edge load is
circumferentially stationary in the space. The magnitude of
the edge load remains the same when the disk vibrates
laterally. The equation of motion of the system, in terms of
the transverse displacement w and with respect to the stationary coordinate system (r, 0), is
+ DV4w + hw + Lw = 0 (1)

where
Eh3
vl)

12(1 -

The standard subscript notation for partial derivative is used
here. The parameters p, h, E, and v are the mass density,
thickness, Young's modulus, and Poisson ratio of the disk,
respectively. L is the membrane operator associated with the
axisymmetrical stress field due to the centrifugal force, and L
is the membrane operator associated with the asymmetric
stress field due to the normal edge load F at r = b, 6 = 0,
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Membrane stresses ur and ae are due to the centrifugal
force and are proportional to O 2 . &r, Srg, and 8e can be
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8(:) is the Dirac delta function. Therefore the edge load Fc
affects the natural frequencies and stability of the spinning
disk through two avenues: one is the membrane operator
L associated with the membrane stress field induced by Fc,
and the other is the boundary operator B1 associated with
the transverse component of Fc at r = b, 0 = 0. In the case
when F = iy, on the other hand, the boundary conditions
are the same as in Eqs. (2a,b\ except that the term associated with boundary operator Bj in (2b) disappears. Therefore Ff affects the natural frequencies and stability of
the spinning disk only through the membrane operator L
associated with the membrane stress field induced by Ff.
Galerkin's Method
A particular solution of Eq. (1) is assumed to be in the
form of a Fourier sine and cosine series expansion as follows:
L

w=

Y, [G,(r,t)cosl0
/=o

+ K,(r,t)sinl0].

(3)

After substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), we obtain a set of
partial differential equations for the functions Gt(r, t) and
Kt(r, t). By a finite element numerical analysis based on
Galerkm's method with third-order polynomial shape functions (Ono and Maeno, 1987), we can transform these differential equations with respect to r into matrix algebraic equations for the state vector at the nodes of the elements. From
the viewpoints of both computing efficiency and accuracy, the
number of elements in the radial direction and the maximum
number of nodal diameters are chosen to be 6 and 3, respectively. The material properties of the disk used in the calculation are: p = 7.84 X 10 3 kg/m 3 , E = 203 X 109 N / m 2 , v =
0.27, h = 1.02 mm (0.04 in.), a = 101.6 mm (4 in.), and
b = 203.2 mm (8 in.).
Effects of Membrane Operator L
We first examine the case when F = Ff. The boundary
conditions on w of this case are exactly the same as those of
the freely spinning disk (without any edge load). Figures 2
and 3 show the relation between the eigenvalues A = a + i w
of the zero-nodal-circle modes and one-nodal-circle modes,
respectively, of the spinning disk and the rotation speed H. a>
is the natural frequency of the spinning disk, and positive a
means the mode is unstable. The dashed lines are the results
DECEMBER 1994, Vol. 61 / 789
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nodal diameters and m nodal circles, which is also denoted
by (m,n)b. Similarly, w%n with -in6 is a forward traveling
wave (m, n)f. The critical speed O c for the mode (m, n) is
defined as the rotation speed at which a)mn of the backward
traveling wave (m, n)b is zero. For O greater than Clc, this
mode is a forward traveling wave, and is called a "reflected
wave," denoted by (m, n)r.
It is noted from Fig. 3 and other data in the higher
frequency range that F, tends to decrease the natural frequencies of the forward and backward traveling waves with
nodal circle(s). However, as shown in Fig. 2, iy tends to
increase the natural frequencies of most of the zero-nodalcircle modes. Regarding the stability, Fig. 2 shows that iy
induces a stationary-type instability (an unstable mode with
zero natural frequency) before the critical speed, and a
merged-type instability (two unstable modes with the same
natural frequencies) after the critical speed when the backward traveling wave (0,2)b meets the reflected wave (0,3)r.
Since the effects of the follower load are through the
operator L in the differential equation, we can follow a
procedure described in Chen and Bogy (1992a) to calculate
the derivative of the eigenvalue \mn with respect to the edge
load F,f

64

i(w°

d\„

dFf

Fig. 2 Effects of follower edge load F,b/D = 21 on the eigenvalues of zero-nodal-circle modes
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where the inner product between two complex functions wx
and w2 is defined as
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Since the inner product in the numerator of Eq. (5) is
proportional to Ft, the derivative itself is independent of Ff.
It is noted that the denominator in Eq. (5) is positive for a
forward and a backward traveling wave, but is negative for a
reflected wave (Chen and Bogy, 1992a). After integration by
parts, we can calculate
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21 on the eigenval-

for the freely spinning disk, while the solid lines are the
results for a disk under iy = 2000 N (or nondimensional edge
load Ffb/D = 21).
For a freely spinning disk the eigenvalues Xmn = AjJ,„ are
all purely imaginary, i.e., \°m„ = i(omn, where comn are real.
The corresponding eigenfunctions are complex and assume
the form

2D2

°9

— £ - 1 r<rr + n2R2mn-drdd
FfRmn{b)
ph

560

i-

Lw° >

SRmn(b)
dr

(6)

While the integral term is primarily negative because the
edge load is compressive, the boundary term, i.e., the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6), is always positive. For
the numerical example in Figs. 2 and 3 we can verify by
additional calculations that for the modes with nodal circle(s),
the absolute value of the integral term is larger than the
boundary term. On the other hand, for most of the zeronodal-circle modes the boundary term is dominant, and the
natural frequencies of the forward and the backward traveling waves tend to increase upon the application of the
follower edge load.

Effects of Boundary Operator B x
We next examine the case when the edge load is conservative, i.e., F = Fc. In this case, the edge load affects the
natural frequencies and stability of the disk through^ both the
membrane operator L and the boundary operator Bv When
the conservative edge load with the same magnitude of the
R
r e
n = 0, 1,2,
(4)
">L = mn( ) follower load in the last section, i.e., Fcb/D = 21, is applied,
in which Rmn is a real-valued function of r. The eigenfunc- the disk will buckle (in the sense that the lowest natural
tion corresponding to \°mn is w^n, where overbar means frequency vanishes) even when the disk is not spinning. In
complex conjugate. If we consider only the positive <omn, then order to understand how the natural frequencies of the disk
w^r, in Eq. (4) with +ind is a backward traveling wave with n change as the conservative edge load varies, we apply a
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The transverse component of the edge load is
Fc(dw/dr).
The work done by the edge load over one cycle from time t1
to t2 is
1
- -^FX^mn + nil)Rm„(b)

dRmn{b)
—

,, 2
J sm2(comnt

+ emn)dt.

This work is zero when the natural frequency u>mn is not
zero. On the other hand, this work can be positive or negative, depending' on the phase emn when comn = 0. This explains why instability occurs when the conservative edge load
is present and the natural frequency of the mode becomes
zero.
Regarding the merged-type instability, we assume that the
disk is vibrating in the combination of a backward traveling
wave wmn and a reflected wave wpq,
nn

and
•pq =

0
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Fig. 4 Effects of conservative edge load Fcb/D = 3.5
smaller conservative edge load. Figure 4 shows the effects of
Fcb/D = 3.5 on the eigenvalues of the system.
It is found that the conservative edge load decreases the
natural frequencies of the forward and the backward traveling waves, and increases the natural frequency of the reflected wave. At the intersection point between two dashed
curves, i.e., the degenerate eigenvalues of the freely spinning
disk, one of the eigenvalues remains unchanged while the
other decreases upon the application of Fc. It is also found
that even though the magnitude of Fc in Fig. 4 is only one
sixth the magnitude of Ff in Fig. 2, the stationary-type
instability in Fig. 4 is as significant as that in Fig. 2. The
conservative edge load also induces a merged-type instability
when the reflected wave (0,3) r meets the backward wave
(0,2) b on the left-hand side of the intersection point between
these two dashed curves.
When a conservative tensile edge load with the same
magnitude is applied, additional calculations show that it
exhibits the opposite effects, i.e., a tensile edge load increases the natural frequencies of the forward and backward
traveling waves, but decreases the natural frequency of the
reflected wave. In addition, it induces a stationary-type instability just above the critical speed, and induces a merged-type
instability on the right-hand side of the intersection between
the dashed curves (0,3) r and (0,2) b .
Additional eigenvalue calculations show that including or
excluding the membrane effect L alters the results by less
than five percent. So, the significance of Fc on the natural
frequencies and stability of the spinning disk is solely through
the boundary operator B 1 ; and not through the membrane
operator L.
If we concentrate on the effects of B1 alone, we can obtain
some physical insight into the stationary-type and mergedtype instabilities induced by Fc by the following analysis.
Assume that the spinning disk is vibrating in a backward
traveling mode,
Rmn(r)cos(ne

(omJ + e„ ,)

where e mn is a constant phase. The velocity of the transverse
direction of a particle on the spinning disk at position r = b,
6 = Ois
w = - O m „ + nil)Rm„(b)
sin (comnt + emn).
Journal of Applied Mechanics

R

r

Pq(

)

cos(q0 - copqt + epq)

where the natural frequencies (omn and copq are assumed to
be positive. It is shown in the previous paragraph that the
work done on the mode shape wmn by its corresponding
transverse component Fc(dwmn/dr)
is zero. However, the
work done by the other force component Fc(dwpq/ dr) over
one cycle is
1
--Fc{o>mn

SR„Jb)
pqK

+ nCl)Rmn{b)-

dr

X f 2 sin[(" m « - <*pq)t + emn -

epq]dt.

J

n

In the case when comn ¥= a> , this work is zero. On the other
hand, when wmn = wpq, this work can be positive or negative. This explains why instability occurs when the conservative edge load is present and two frequency loci merge
together.
It is emphasized here that while this simple analysis can
explain why instability occurs when the natural frequency
becomes zero (stationary-type) or when two natural frequencies are identical (merged-type), it does not provide explanations of why the natural frequencies tend to vanish or merge
together. To provide explanations for these mechanisms, we
need to study the mathematical structure of modal interactions in a manner similar to that described in Chen and Bogy
(1992b).
Derivatives of Eigenvalues With Respect to Fc
We derive in this section the expression for the derivative
of the eigenvalues with respect to Fc. With this analytical
expression we can verify the numerical results regarding the
effects of Fc on the natural frequencies of the spinning disk.
Since we have shown that the boundary operator Bj is much
more important than the membrane operator L in this regard, and the effect of L alone is discussed in the previous
section, we exclude L here from the equation of motion for
simplicity. After substituting the separable solution w =
wmneXmn' into the equation of motion, we can write the
equation for the eigenvalue problem in the operator form as
KnnMwmn + KnGwmn

+ Kwmn

0

(7)

in which
M = l,

G = 2fl

36'

K

DV4
ph

d02

ph

The boundary conditions are the same as in Eqs. (2a, b). For
a freely spinning disk, i.e., Fc = 0, Eq. (7) assumes the form
(\°

YMw°

+ A0 G W 0 + Kw°

=0

(8)
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and the boundary conditions are the same as in Eqs. (2 a, b),
except that the operator B\ disappears. The difference between eigenpair (Am„, wmn) in Eq. (7) and (\°mn, w°„) in Eq.
(8) is due to the boundary perturbation ^BjW. This difference vanishes as Fc approaches zero.
Following a procedure described in Stakgold (1979), we
first differentiate Eq. (7) and boundary conditions (2a, b)
with respect to Fc, and then set Fc = 0,
Z ' C ' W ^ M w ^ , , + (\°mnfMwmnFc
+ ALGH
W

mn,Fc

B

= °.

1 » W C + &iKn

+ \mtltFcGw°„
W C

+K M

*>mn,Fcr = °
= °.

B

2^,nn,Fc = 0

W C

= 0 (9)

at

r = fl

at

r = b.

We multiply the conjugate of Eq. (8) by wm„iF and Eq. (9) by
w^n, subtract and integrate^ over the annular region. After
recognizing that (A^,,,)2 = (\°mn)2 we obtain
<?A„

dFr

dr

(10)

Airph{o>mn±na)fbR2mn(r)rdr

The numerator on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is always
positive. The denominator, on the other hand, is positive for
a forward and a backward traveling wave, but is negative for
a reflected wave. Therefore the derivative is negative for a
forward and a backward wave, and is positive for a reflected
wave. This verifies our numerical results showing that the
conservative compressive edge load tends to decrease the
natural frequencies of the forward and backward traveling
waves, and tends to increase the natural frequency of the
reflected wave.

Conclusions and Discussions
The effects of a stationary edge load on the natural
frequencies and stability of a spinning elastic disk are examined both numerically and analytically. The results of these
analyses can be summarized as follows:
(1) The stationary, conservative, compressive edge load
tends to decrease the natural frequencies of the forward and
backward traveling waves, but tends to increase the natural
frequency of the reflected wave. In addition, it induces a
stationary-type instability before the critical speed, and
induces a merged-type instability after the critical speed
when a reflected wave meets a forward or a backward wave.
(2) Numerical analysis shows that the significance of the
conservative edge load on the natural frequencies and stability of the spinning disk is solely through the transverse
component of the edge load on the boundary, and not
through the membrane stress field inside the disk.
(3) The derivative of the eigenvalues of a spinning elastic
disk with respect to the conservative edge load verifies the
numerical results regarding the effects of the edge load on
the natural frequencies of the spinning disk.
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stable operation. A theoretical analysis of the stabilizing
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and should be undertaken.
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